During the last several years we have developed and applied advanced imaging methods -crossed-plane laser tomography and crossed-plane laser Rayleigh imaging --for highresolution studies of scalar fields in premixed combustion. Laser tomography with micron sized, silicone oil droplets marks 650 K isothermal surfaces, and we have used crossed-plane tomography to measure for the first time in three dimensions the instantaneous orientation of these surfaces and to determine the probability density function of the surface normal vector, a statistical measure of surface wrinkling. Rayleigh scattering from premixed flames can be used for temperature imaging, and we have developed crossed-plane Rayleigh imaging in order to measure with high-resolution instantaneous temperature fields, temperature gradient vectors and isothermal surface densities in premixed reacting flows. Most recently we have combined crossed-plane tomography with stereo particle image velocimetry to measure for the first time reactant flow velocities and the components of this velocity both perpendicular and tangent to the reaction sheet. In this report progress from the inception of Grant number DAAD 19-99-1-0324 is summarized, and relevant information regarding publications and participants in the research is presented.
Introduction
Premixed turbulent combustion is important in a number of practical devices including spark ignition engines and certain gas turbine combustors. To improve the performance of these engines, e.g., reduce pollutant emissions, and to reduce design time and costs improved models of and design tools for premixed combustion processes are needed. There are a number of important quantities for which models are needed including measures of local mean, chemical reaction rates and their volume integrals.
For a broad range of premixed combustion conditions, the fuel-consuming, heatreleasing chemical reactions are confined to thin sheets distributed, on average, over some finite spatial volume typically referred to as the flame brush. These sheets are characterized chiefly by their local instantaneous structure -the instantaneous spatial distributions of temperature and composition --their local orientation in space and by their distribution in space over the flame brush. For low to moderate levels of turbulence the local instantaneous structure of these sheets is very similar to that of a premixed laminar flame subject to perturbation by curvature and imposed flow strain, stretch effects.
As turbulence levels increase perturbations of the reaction sheets increase and the similarity to stretched laminar flames diminishes. Several different regimes of premixed turbulent combustion have been identified and are associated with different reaction sheet structures. The number, character, and boundaries between these regimes are still the subject of research, and several different diagrams defining the regimes have been proposed. For discussion, the regime diagram of Peters [1] is presented in Figure 1 . The parameters of this diagram are the turbulent intensity, u', the turbulent Reynolds number, Re, the turbulent integral scale, l, the unstretched laminar flame thickness, l F , the unstretched laminar burning velocity, S , and two Karlovitz numbers, one based on l L 0 F and the other on the chemical reaction sheet thickness, l δ . It is important to note that all turbulence properties are defined by conditions in the reactants, a general practice, and that the flame length scales are proportional to the reactant species diffusivity. These facts and the effects of intermittency mean that the boundaries of these regime diagrams are qualitative and not quantitative.
For the wrinkled and corrugated flame regimes (the flamelet regimes) and for at least a portion of the thin reaction zones regime the rate of chemical reaction can be expressed as the product of the area of the reaction sheet and the reaction rate per unit sheet area. Specifically for the mean rate of product formation, <w>, one may write [e.g., 1-3]
ρ r is the reactant mixture density; S is the unstretched laminar flame burning velocity (introduced above); I L 0 0 accounts for the effects of reaction sheet/flamelet stretch and of unsteady flow on the mean burning rate of the reaction sheet; and Σ is the mean reaction sheet surface to volume ratio or the surface density. For Equation 1 to be of practical value one must be able to define 1) a surface (e.g., an isothermal surface) for which Σ can be determined and 2) a mean rate of product formation per unit area of that surface, . For an unstretched flamelet these steps are straightforward. Just about any isothermal surface, other than those near the hot and cold boundaries of the flamelet, can ρ r S L 0 I 0 be used since these surfaces are locally parallel to each other and the local burning rate is just ρ r S L 0 . As turbulence levels increase, it becomes increasingly difficult to define the surface since fewer and fewer isoscalar surfaces are locally parallel and the definition for the average burning rate per unit surface area becomes correspondingly ambiguous. <w> is a local measure of combustion rate and a more global measure is required for characterization of combustion intensity. The burning velocity has traditionally been used for this measure despite the fact that it is an ill-defined quantity for both laminar and turbulent flames [4] . An unambiguous but difficult to determine measure of the global combustion rate is the burning rate integral, B , defined as the path integral of <w> across the flame brush [4] . The path is chosen to be perpendicular to <c> constant surfaces, a η path.
It should be noted that in the case of steady, in the mean, planer flames with no imposed mean flow strain a burning velocity can be defined, and B divided by the reactant gas density equals that burning velocity.
T
For conditions under which Eq. (1) is valid, Eq. 2 can be expressed as follows.
In previous ARO sponsored research [5] , it was shown that the surface density can be expressed as a function of the probability density function (PDF) of the reaction sheet surface normal vector, N, and of the reaction sheet crossing density along the η path, i.e., the average number of reaction sheet crossings per unit length of the path, n c . (4) In this expression, n η is a unit vector defining the local orientation of the η path. The mean in Eq. 4 is evaluated from the PDF of N; the subscript on the angle bracket denotes that the mean is weighted by the occurrence of a reaction sheet crossing the η path, crossing weighting. We have use crossed-plane tomography to measure the PDF of N and values of n c and used these data to obtain Σ [6, 7] . Substituting (4) into (3) and manipulating one can show that
Here N c is the path integral of n c along η over the flame brush; it is the average number of times the reaction sheet crosses the η path. The subscript FB denotes that the mean is computed over all reaction sheet crossings of the η path. Models are needed for <w>, and related quantities such as pollutant formation rates.
The measurements described in this report provide information on n c , N c , the PDF of N and on I 0 as revealed by temperature and temperature gradients -crossed-plane tomography and crossed-plane Rayleigh imaging. They can also give unique data for the magnitude of flow imposed reaction sheet/flamelet strain that affect the reaction sheet structure -combined crossed-plane tomography and stereo particle image velocimetry (SPIV). During the period of our grant we employed crossed-plane tomography, developed and employed crossed-plane Rayleigh imaging and demonstrated combined SPIV and crossed-plane tomography.
Summary of Results
Crossed-plane imaging measurements of surface normal vectors, N: As noted, in previous research sponsored by ARO we developed and applied crossed-plane laser tomography to measure N, its PDF, n c , Σ and estimates of the burning rate of moderately wrinkled flames (I 0 = 1) in a series of V-flame studies [6, 8, 9, 10] . In addition crossed-plane acetone planar laser induced fluorescence measurements of flamelet normal vectors were made in a research spark ignition engine at the Combustion Research Facility, Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA [7] . Measurements were made for three engine speeds at a fixed crank angle for each speed and under conditions for which the flamelet structure assumption is believed to be valid. Two findings are common to all of our studies of N to date. The mean flamelet surface normal, <N>, is perpendicular to the local mean progress variable, <c>, constant surface. When N is expressed in polar coordinates with polar angle φ and azimuthal angle θ defined with respect to a polar axis parallel to <N>, its surface-weighted PDF has a common, single parameter form:
2 )sin φdφdθ (6) ζ is the fit parameter that defines the distribution; A is the normalization constant and a function of ζ. The crossing weighted PDF needed to evaluate the average in Eq. 4 also has a common form:
Here χ is the acute angle between N and η, the line crossed, and |cosχ| is the magnitude of the dot product of N and a unit vector parallel to η. It is worth noting that in this case the dot product term in Eq. (4) varies nearly monotonically from one to two with increasing ζ [8] .
Flamelet normal data along with crossing data have been used in the Eq. (5) to estimate the burning rate for the case of unperturbed flamelets, I 0 = 1, and good agreement with other measurements of the burning rate were observed [6] . Finally, we have used the assumption that Eq. 6 is valid to extract values of ζ from single plane tomography images as a function of position in V-flames [10] . We find that ζ increases nearly linearly with downstream distance from the base of the V. At the beginning of our grant we used crossed-plane laser tomography to investigate differences in flamelet wrinkling associated with positive and negative Markstein number, Ma. Due to preferential diffusion effects positive Ma flames are stable, less susceptible to wrinkling, while negative Ma flames are unstable, more susceptible to wrinkling, than stable flames. In this study the breadth of the PDF of N was used as the measure of wrinkling and for the methane-air (Ma=-0.14) and ethylene-air (Ma=2.77) flames studied there was no significant difference in wrinkling.
Crossed-Plane Laser Rayleigh Imaging: A major achievement of our grant supported work is the development of crossed-plane Rayleigh imaging measurements of instantaneous isothermal surface normals, N T , and temperature gradient vectors. In premixed flames, elastic laser light scattering by molecules, Rayleigh scattering, is proportional to the molecular number density [13] . The constant of proportionality, the mixture average differential scattering cross-section, for methane-air flames is a weak function of reaction progress [14] . Assuming that this cross-section is independent of reaction progress, one can obtain from Rayleigh scattering images distributions of number density and, in turn, of temperature via the ideal gas law that relates number density, pressure and temperature (p=nkT). In addition, for unstretched flames Chemkin [11] based flame calculations of composition can be used to calculate the differential scattering cross-section as a function of temperature cross the flame [14] . Then the cross-section versus temperature relationship can be used to correct for cross section changes in finding number density and temperature 1 . The result, after correction, is an instantaneous snapshot of the 2-D temperature distribution.
From a snap shot, directional derivatives of temperature can be calculated for directions in the illumination plane. In crossed-plane Rayleigh imaging, snap shots of temperature in two orthogonal planes are obtained simultaneously with high energy, laser pulses. Along the line-of-intersection between the two illumination planes, directional derivatives in three orthogonal directions can be calculated giving thereby instantaneous temperature gradients along the line. In addition isothermal surface normal vectors can be determined and through repeated measurement its PDF and surface density can be determined [12] .
To test the potential of Rayleigh imaging measurements on laminar methane-air (equivalence ratio, Φ, of 0.7) V-flames and a Bunsen flame have been made; measurements on a turbulent methane -air flame have also been made [12] . Typical laminar flame results are shown in Figure 2 where temperature profiles obtained in V-and Bunsen flames are compared to the temperature profile of an unstretched laminar flame calculated using the Chemkin package with GRImech chemistry [11] . The details of these measurements are outlined below. The main purpose of Figure 2 is to demonstrate our capability for obtaining temperature snapshots from Rayleigh imaging that have good agreement with laminar flame calculations. The chief source of noise in the Rayleigh measurements is photon shot noise, which is proportional to the square root of the number density. Consequently the signal to noise ratio is lowest in high temperature regions. As evident from Figure 2 this noise is not significant at temperatures below approximately 1600 K. It is also evident from Figure 2 that the measurement system is able to resolve the thermal structure of the flame for temperatures up to about 1600 K. Above 1600 K there are differences between the measured profiles for the V-flame and the Bunsen flame and the calculated unstretched laminar flame profile. CO and CO 2 concentrations are relatively high in this regions and depolarization in CO and CO 2 scattering is important and must be accounted for. In addition since scattering levels are low background radiation is important. To account for background we have plans for estimating background levels in the product region and using this value to correct across the flame.
The apparatus used for crossed-plane Rayleigh scattering is shown schematically in Figure 3 . Two intensified CCD (ICCD) cameras are used to record the light scattered from two orthogonal laser sheets. To avoid exposing the cameras to scattered light from both sheets, the cameras are exposed at different times and a delay loop in the optical path of one laser beam is used to separate by approximately 20 ns the laser pulse arrival times of the two orthogonal sheets. Fig. 4 . The data are plotted against a spatial coordinate along the y-axis with an arbitrary origin. The temperature profiles, which are measured for the same line in space in two different imaging planes, are in good agreement. The |∇T| data are well behaved for small c, but exhibit significant scatter for large c.
We have currently approximately 2000 turbulent flame image pairs from a methane-air (Φ=0.7) turbulent V-flame and are analyzing the data. The raw data and the preliminary temperature snap shot and gradient vector data obtained from them clearly demonstrate the feasibility and utility of crossed-plane Rayleigh imaging for thermal field studies. We expect to complete data analysis in a month or more and a manuscript reporting the work is in preparation [12] .
Combined Stereo Particle Imaging Velocimetry and Crossed-Plane Tomography: SPIV allows one to measure a 2-D distribution of the 3-D velocity vector field. For SPIV, two CCD cameras, mounted in a Scheimpflug configuration, are focused from different angles onto the same plane. Each camera takes two exposures of scattering from seed particles in the flow at two closely spaced points in time and the displacements of the seed particles images between exposures is used to determine particle and thereby gas velocities. A single camera can be used to obtain the in plane velocity components; images from a pair of cameras allow one to estimate the out of plane velocity component as well as the in-plane components. A double-pulse, dual-head frequency doubled, 130 mj/pulse Nd: YAG laser fired sequentially in time is the light source for these measurements. The beams from the two laser heads are aligned colinearly and formed into overlapping sheets in the image plane of the cameras. The laser and image acquisition cameras are controlled by a data acquisition and analysis computer. A commercial SPIV system including lasers, optics, cameras and computer, purchased from IDT with a DURIP grant from ARO, are being used for combined SPIV and crossedplane tomography measurements.
The purpose of these measurements is to measure simultaneously the instantaneous reactant velocity field-by SPIV -in a vertical plane and the flamelet surface normal -by crossed-plane tomography -at points where the reactant velocity is also measured. A laser is used to illuminate two scattering planes oriented at 45º angles with respect to the vertical SPIV measurement plane. These two planes and the SPIV plane intersect along three horizontal lines, the measurement lines, and flamelet normal vectors are obtained where the flamelet intersects these lines. Two measurement lines are in the SPIV plane and where the flamelet intersects these lines we measure simultaneously N and the reactant velocity. These lines are marked a, b and c in Fig. 6b . A schematic of the apparatus used for the combined measurements is shown in Fig. 6a .
Measurements have been made on a methane-air flame with a bulk flow velocity of 2.17 m/s and a equivalence ratio of Φ=0.7. Turbulence was generated by a wire mesh grid positioned 50 mm upstream from the stabilizing rod. The grid has approximately 4.5 squares/cm 2 , a 0.86 mm wire diameter, and a mesh spacing, M, of 4.2 mm. u', the turbulence intensity, at the measurement location in cold flow was 0.12 m/s, as measured by hot wire anemometry. Approximately 1500 image sets (2 crossed plane tomographic images and 4 SPIV images per set) were acquired and saved for image processing. Data for surface normal and reactant velocity have been obtained. From these date we have extracted so far reactant velocity components normal and tangent to the instantaneous flamelet surface and the difference between these quantities obtained at two closely spaced points. PDF's of such quantities are shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
These data are presented to indicate the progress we have made to date with combined SPIV and crossed-plane tomography and the data we can obtain. The most important capabilities of the method include flamelet normal and velocity vector measurements at two closely spaced points. In addition we expect to extract the flamelet displacement speed relative to the reactants. At this time we are working to develop our data analysis tools and plan to make measurements in flames of different fuels and air over a range of turbulence conditions in both V-flame and Bunsen flame burners. The capability to make such measurements is a very significant development. 
